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C. SCA 
D. Web Services 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 95 
{*Note: Refer to Exhibit_4C04 to answer question} Which statement accurately describes the
implications of the following assembly wiring? 

A.   The import and export should be reversed on the diagram. 
B.   The business process can invoke a web service. 
C. A jsp can directly invoke the business process. 
D. Multiple Java components can be invoked by the business process. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 96 
A component in ModuleA needs to call a component in ModuleB  In order to achieve optimal 
performance, which type of binding should be used? 

A.  EIS 
B.  JMS 
C. SCA 
D. Web Services 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 97 
Service qualifiers can be specified on service component references, interfaces, and 
implementations. Which of the following categories of qualifiers are NOT supported? 

A. Transaction 
B.   Activity session 
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C. Service bindings 
D. Security 
E. Asynchronous reliability 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 98 
Which of the following service qualifier combinations will ensure that a target component 
runs in a propagated transaction? (Assume the "Suspend transaction" on the caller's reference 
is set to "False"). 

A. Join Transaction = true on interface and Transaction Value = Global on implementation 
B. Join Transaction = true on interface and Transaction Value = Local on implementation 
C. Join Transaction = false on interface and Transaction Value = Global on implementation 
D. Join Transaction = false on interface and Transaction Value = Local on implementation 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 99 
A mediation module can have dependencies on all of the following
EXCEPT: 

A. Integration module 
B.   Java project 
C. J2EE project 
D. Shared library 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 100 
In a loan processing solution that takes several weeks to accomplish, there is concern that the 
company that services the credit check requests may need to change in the future. What would 
be the best option to ensure the design can support changing the credit check service 
implementation in the future? 

A. Include the credit check service as an SCA component on the assembly diagram with the 
BPEL component so the entire module can quickly be re-deployed if changes are necessary. 
B.   Wire the BPEL process to an import which points directly to the external credit check 
service. 
C. Write java code in a snippet in the BPEL that calls the credit check service. 
D. Wire a selector component between the BPEL and the import which binds to the credit 
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check service. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 101 
{*Note: Refer to Exhibit_3B02 to answer question} A developer is creating the following
interface in WebSphere Integration Developer.  When saved, will this interface be valid? 

A.   Yes; this is a valid one-way interface. 
B.   Yes; this is a valid way to invoke a service. 
C. No; this is an invalid one-way interface. 
D. No; this is an invalid interface, the input is missing. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 102 
In order to use an external web service, a developer needs to import the web service into 
which of the following? 

A.   In the META-INF/wsdl directory, place an export onto the assembly diagram and modify 
the exports properties to select the web service binding. 
B. In the META-INF/wsdl directory, place the interface onto the assembly diagram and right 
click on the assembly diagram and select the web service binding. 
C.   In the module, place a java component onto the assembly diagram and right click the java 
component to generate a web service binding. 
D. In the module, place the interface onto the assembly diagram and select the web service
binding. 

Answer: D 
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QUESTION: 103 
A developer needs to exchange data with an enterprise information system (EIS).  What 
sequence must the developer complete to get connectivity using a WebSphere Adapter? 

A. Run the adapter install application, copy the import and export components copied by the
adapter install application to the WID project, drag and drop the import and/or export to the
assembly diagram, wire the solution. 
B.   Run the adapter install application, run Enterprise Data Discovery to generate the artifacts, 
drag and drop the import and/or export to the assembly diagram, wire the solution. 
C. Run the adapter install application, run Enterprise Service Discovery to generate the 
artifacts, drag and drop the import and/or export to the assembly diagram, wire the solution. 
D. Run Enterprise Service Discovery to generate the artifacts, Run the adapter install 
application, wire the solution using the import and/or export added to the assembly diagram by 
running the Enterprise Service Discovery. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 104 
A developer wants to use JMS to invoke a business process.  Which of the following actions 
should the developer take to achieve this task? 

A.   Allow WID to set the method name automatically on the export configuration. 
B.   Configure the export by setting the TargetFunctionName property under the Method 
Bindings tab to the correct method name. 
C.   Configure the export by setting the Native Method field under the Method Bindings tab to 
the correct method name. 
D. The functionality is not supported. 

Answer: A 
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